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1

INTRODUCTION & SCOPE
Costin Roe Consulting Pty Ltd has been commissioned by Goodman Property Services
(Aust) Pty Ltd to undertake a site conditions and infrastructure services assessment to
assist in the Planning Application for a change of building height at 1-3 Burrows Road,
Alexandria.
The information provided in this report is intended to inform the DPIE and Council
Planners of the opportunities and constraints associated with the civil engineering
requirements relating to the site. The purpose of the report is to also consider the
Stormwater Management for the property and intended redevelopment, and to confirm
that a solution will meet City of Sydney Councils specific stormwater management
objectives for stormwater quality and quantity, and flooding.
Civil engineering, stormwater management and flood planning considerations include:
x

Site Works (Erosion and Sediment Control and Earthworks);

x

Management of stormwater quantity (on-site detention) and quality (WSUD); and

x

Flood planning considerations.

Consultation with Council has been completed by the proponent to confirm the
expectations and information to be submitted as part of the planning application. A
Planning Proposal Checklist has been provided by Council (ref: X019338, dated 9
December 2019) – refer Appendix B.
This report includes information to confirm the Flooding, Stormwater and Water
Quality sections of the checklist have been addressed. As required of the checklist the
following items are to be considered in the application:
Develop a flood risk assessment for the site, with reference to the City of
Sydney’s Interim Floodplain Management Policy, the Alexandra Canal Flood
Study and Alexandra Canal Floodplain Risk Management Plan
Work with the City of Sydney to locate built form massing and sensitive uses
with reference to 5% Annual Exceedance Probability, 1% Annual Exceedance
Probability and Probable Maximum Flood mapping and data.
Develop a Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) to meet the objectives of:
x
x
x
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Capturing and slowing down water movement during heavy downpour
events
Capture rainwater for use on the site to reduce use of potable water
Meeting the water quality requirements of Sydney DCP 2012:
o
Reduce the baseline annual pollutant load for litter and vegetation
larger than 5mm by 90%
o
Reduce the baseline annual pollutant load for total suspended solids
(TSS) by 85%
o
Reduce the baseline annual pollutant load for total phosphorus (TP) by
65%
o
Reduce the baseline annual pollutant load for total nitrogen (TN) by
45%
4
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SITE CHARATERISTICS & PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

2.1

Site Description
The site is located at 1-3 Burrows Road, Alexandria, on the western side of Burrows
and northern side of Canal Road. The site area is approximately 3.5 Ha.
The site is surrounded by existing industrial and commercial development on the northeast, south-east and south-west, and currently under construction Canal Road
Interchange being as part of the new WestConnex tunnel project on the north and northwest of the site.
The site is located 85m to the north-west of The Alexandra Canal. The Alexandra
Canal is a tributary of the Cooks River, and leads to Botany Bay, approximately 4.5km
south of the site.
Four large format steel framed warehouse/ distribution type buildings are currently
present on the site. Access is made via various driveways on the Canal Road and
Burrows Road frontages.
A detail survey of the property and existing building has been completed by Cardno
Hard & Forester (117708001 Sheets 1 to 6 dated 19 August 2015) – refer Appendix C.
The existing buildings are noted to have a floor levels which vary between RL 2.66m
and RL 5.0m AHD, and surrounding site levels are in the range of RL 2.25m to RL
5.0m AHD.
Levels within Burrows Road (along the gutter adjacent to the site boundary) vary
between RL 2.5m AHD to RL 1.88m AHD. A low point (RL 1.88m AHD) is present in
Burrows Road approximately 100m from its intersection with Canal Road.
Significant construction works are currently underway as part of the Canal Road
Interchange and new WestConnex tunnel project on the north and north-west of the site.
Newly installed drainage system will collect and convey runoff from all areas north and
west of this project areas, and pre and post development impact assessments have been
modelled which confirm there are no adverse impacts on the development site or
surrounding road networks.
Reference to Figure 1.1 should be made for a visual review of the site and Appendix C
for the detail site survey.
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Figure 1.1. Site Location
2.2

Proposed Development
The proposed development comprises a multi-level warehouse facility, undercroft
parking areas and office space.
The proposed layout of the development is shown in Figure 2.1 below. Reference to
the Development Approval Application drawings prepared by SBA Architecture should
be made pertaining to undercroft layout, elevations and aspect of the building.
Truck access is proposed on the Burrows Road frontage at the north-east corner of the
site. Car park access to the undercroft parking area is proposed mid-way along Burrows
Road, and office areas are also located on the north-east of the property. Emergency/
fire access is proposed from Canal Road, however will not allow for any normal
operational egress from this point.
The office floor level is proposed at RL 3.8m AHD, ground floor at RL 5.5m and
undercroft parking area at RL 2.3m.

Co11035.03-04a.rpt.docx
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Figure 2.1. Proposed Development Layout (Ground Floor)

Figure 2.2 Undercroft Parking Level
Co11035.03-04a.rpt.docx
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3

SITE WORKS
3.1

Erosion and Sediment Control

3.1.1 Background
During the construction phase of the development, an Erosion and Sediment
Control Program will be implemented to minimise water quality impacts. A
detailed Erosion and Sediment Control Program will be employed throughout the
construction works and a concept for this will be defined during the Development
Application stage of the development site. The Erosion and Sediment Control
Program will be defined based on normal engineering guidelines including The
Landcom publication, Managing Urban Stormwater: Soils and Construction (The
Blue Book) and the requirements of City of Sydney Council. It is expected that
the program will include measure such as temporary sediment basins, silt fences,
cut-off drains for polluted stormwater and diversion channels for clean stormwater
run-off.
The following sections provide information to identify controls and procedures
that will be incorporated into the Erosion and Sediment Control program at
Development Application Stage of the project.
3.1.2 Pre-Construction
The following minimum requirements are to be met prior to commencement of
construction:
x

Protection of downstream receiving waters. The proximity to Alexandra
Canal will require additional considerations to ensure that receiving waters are
protected.

x

Sediment fences are to be constructed on the upstream edges of the designated
buffer strips and at the base of fill embankments.

x

Areas for plant and construction material storage are to be designated along
with associated drains and spillage holding ponds.

x

Diversion banks are to be created at the upstream boundaries of construction
activities to ensure upstream runoff is diverted around any exposed areas.
Catch drains are to be created at the downstream boundary of construction
activities.

x

Silt fences and/or sandbags are to be placed along the catch drains to slow
flow, reduce scour and capture some sediment from runoff.

x

Construction of temporary sediment basins.

x

Site personnel are to be educated to the sediment and erosion control measures
implemented on site.

Co11035.03-04a.rpt.docx
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3.1.3 During Construction
The following minimum requirements are to be met during construction:
x

Progressive re-vegetation of filled areas and filled batters.

x

Construction activities are to be confined to the necessary construction areas.

x

The provision of a construction exit (truck shaker) to minimise the tracking of
debris from tyres of vehicles leaving the site onto public roads. Only one
construction exit will be nominated to limit the movement of construction
equipment.

x

Topsoil and temporary stockpile location will be nominated to coincide with
areas already disturbed. A sediment fence is to be constructed around the
downstream side of the stockpile and a diversion drain at the upstream side if
required.

x

Regular inspection and maintenance of silt fences, sediment basins and other
erosion control measures are to be made. These should be undertaken weekly,
monthly and following major rainfall events. Following rainfall events greater
than 50mm inspection of erosion control measures and removal of collected
material should be undertaken. Replacement of any damaged measures should
be performed immediately.

3.1.4 Post Construction
The following minimum requirements are to be met post construction:
x

The contractor/ developer will be responsible for the maintenance of erosion
and sediment control devices from the possession of the site until the site is
accepted “Off Maintenance” or until stabilisation has occurred to the
satisfaction of the superintendent and council.
x

3.2

Key stormwater areas requiring maintenance for operational phase of the
project following construction are piped stormwater system, bio-retention
areas, field inlet pit inserts and rainwater tanks.

Earthworks

3.2.1 General
Bulk earthworks will be required to facilitate the development of the site for multilevel industrial use. The earthworks will be undertaken to provide large flat building
pads for the warehouse and parking levels, facilitate site access from Burrows Road,
to drain the site stormwater via gravity, and to keep building levels at or above the
1% AEP (1 in 100 year ARI) flood level.
All geotechnical testing and inspections performed during the earthwork’s operations
will be undertaken to Level 1 geotechnical control, in accordance with AS3798-2007.
To assist in maintaining embankment stability, permanent batter slopes will be no
steeper than 3-horizontal to 1 vertical while temporary batters will be no steeper than
Co11035.03-04a.rpt.docx
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2 horizontal to 1 vertical. This is in accordance with the recommended maximum
batter slopes for residual clays and shale which are present in the area.
Permanent batters will also be adequately vegetated or turfed which will assist in
maintaining embankment stability.
Stability of batters and reinstatement of vegetation shall be in accordance with
Landcom Blue Book requirements and recommendation of the geotechnical
engineers.
3.2.2 Earthworks Volume Estimate

High level earthworks and volume estimates have been completed and are shown
on drawing in Appendix A. The earthworks volume estimates are based on a site
with flat building pads.
The earthworks analysis has been completed to a level of detail to enable general
pad levels to be set and to obtain an order of magnitude cut and fill volume
estimate for the planning application. Furthermore detailed assessments would be
completed as part of future development application and construction certificate
phases of the development.
The earthworks volume estimates are as follows:
Cut

- 14,900 m3

Fill

+43,600 m3

Difference +22,700 m3 (excess fill over cut)
The volume estimate is based on 6,000 m3 of removal and crushing of existing
slabs on the site. This could be reused on site subject to suitable assessments and
confirmation of suitability.
An import of cut and fill earthworks of 22,700 m3 has been shown in the concept
analysis. Allowances for service excavation during infrastructure and future
building developments should also be made to avoid excessive exports during
later stages of the project. Allowances in the range of 500-1500m3/Ha can be
expected depending on the type of development and final site layouts. An
allowance for service spoil should be made to ensure no export from site, and a
reduction of the noted difference would be realised.

Co11035.03-04a.rpt.docx
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4

STORMWATER DRAINAGE

4.1

Site Drainage

4.1.1 Existing Drainage System
As part of the existing industrial/ commercial development on the property, an extensive
in-ground drainage system is present. This system comprises grated inlet pits, sealed
junction pits, down pipe connections and in-ground pipes which convey stormwater
from buildings, car parks, hardstand areas and other extensive paved areas to the legal
point of discharge in Burrows Road and ultimately to the Alexandra Canal.
As discussed in Section 2 of this report, a low point is present in Burrows Road at RL
1.8m, aligning approximately with the existing driveway access to the site. A Council
drainage line conveys stormwater from the low point in the road, toward the Alexandra
Canal to the south-east of the development.
4.1.2 Proposed Drainage System
As per general engineering practice and the guidelines of City of Sydney Council, the
proposed stormwater drainage system for the development will comprise a minor and
major system to safely and efficiently convey collected stormwater run-off from the
development to the legal point of discharge. Details of the proposed system for the
development will be defined during the Development Application Stage of the project.
The minor system will consist of a piped drainage system designed to accommodate the
1 in 20-year ARI storm event (Q20). This results in the piped system being able to
convey all stormwater runoff up to and including the Q20 event. The major system has
been designed to cater for storms up to and including the 1 in 100-year ARI storm event
(Q100). This major system employs overland flow paths to safely convey excess runoff from the site.
As part of the new development, the existing drainage system will be made redundant
and new system constructed. The new system will comprise management measures to
address the objectives set out in Councils Planning Checklist and referenced in Section
1 of this document. An indicative concept stormwater management plan has been
provided in Appendix A.
A more detailed concept drainage plan would be required at development application
stage which should be based on the concept and objectives included in this document.
The future design of the stormwater system for the site should also consider the
following documents:
x
x

x
x

Runoff from buildings will generally be designed in accordance with AS 3500.3
National Plumbing and Drainage Code Part 3 – Stormwater Drainage.
Overall site runoff and stormwater management will generally be designed in
accordance with the Institution of Engineers, Australia publication “Australian
Rainfall and Runoff” (1988 Edition), Volumes 1 and 2 (AR&R).
Design recurrence intervals for major and minor storms will be in accordance with
City of Sydney Development Control Plan 2012; and
Stormwater harvesting is based on the requirement of City of Sydney Development
Control Plan 2012 and the NSW Department of Environment and Conservation
document Managing Urban Stormwater: Harvesting and Reuse.

Co11035.03-04a.rpt.docx
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4.1.3 Legal Point of Discharge
The legal point of discharge is located in conjunction with the existing site and council
inter-allotment drainage line on the south-east corner of the site. it is expected that the
existing outlet will be able to be utilised for the future design of the site.
A legal point of discharge for the site will be made to the existing drainage
infrastructure in Burrows Road and Canal Road. These drainage systems discharge to
the nearby Alexandra Canal, approximately 85m south/ south-east of the development
site.
4.2

Stormwater Management

4.2.1 Stormwater Management Objectives
Consideration to management of stormwater from the development site has been made
per the concept management plans by Costin Roe Consulting included in Appendix A.
Management of Stormwater Quality will be completed such that councils load based
stormwater pollutant loads are met through MUSIC.
Consideration to pollutant reductions and water quantity requirements included in the
Botany Bay Water Quality Improvement Plan and City of Sydney DCP 2012 have been
made.
The requirements of the City of Sydney, included in their Planning Application
Checklist are to “Develop a Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) to meet the
objectives of:
x
x
x

Capturing and slowing down water movement during heavy downpour events
Capture rainwater for use on the site to reduce use of potable water
Meeting the water quality requirements of Sydney DCP 2012:
o
Reduce the baseline annual pollutant load for litter and vegetation larger than
5mm by 90%
o
Reduce the baseline annual pollutant load for total suspended solids (TSS) by
85%
o
Reduce the baseline annual pollutant load for total phosphorus (TP) by 65%
o
Reduce the baseline annual pollutant load for total nitrogen (TN) by 45%”

The pollutant reductions included in the Botany Bay Water Quality Improvement Plan
are as follows:
x
x
x
x
x

Gross pollutants (GP’s)
– 90%
Total Suspended Solids (TSS) – 85%
Total Phosphorous (TP)
– 60%
Total Nitrogen (TN)
– 45%
Hydrocarbons and oil
– 90%

Noting that the City of Sydney DCP water quality objectives are slightly higher than the
Botany Bay Water Quality Improvement Plan, the former objectives will be adopted for
the development.
Co11035.03-04a.rpt.docx
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4.2.2 Stormwater Quantity
Management of Stormwater Quantity has been considered for the site, and it is noted
that the development will not adversely impact flooding upstream or downstream of the
property without OSD and as such none is proposed for this development.
The site is located in the lower end of the catchment and discharge to tidally influenced
Alexandra Canal. Given the position in the catchment, local un-attenuated flows will
peak well in advance of the main flood hydrograph in Alexandra Canal coming from the
upstream catchments. The combined hydrograph in this situation will results in a
double peak (small initial peak followed by larger extended peak) in the shorter duration
storms. If traditional OSD were to be included, although local flows from the site
would be reduced, the peak of flow from the site is drawn out over a longer period
which would coincides with that of the larger and delayed peak flow within the
Alexandra Canal. This will result in an overall increase in peak flows, hence an adverse
effect would be achieved.
Furthermore, as the site is currently predominately comprised of existing impermeable
surfaces, the overall change in peak flows due to the new development will be
negligible, further lending weight to not requiring OSD.
It is considered that the combined peak flow runoff (from the local site catchment and
larger Alexandra Canal catchment) in the Alexandra Canal will not increase as a result
of the development (with the proposed flood management measures and without
traditionally sized on-site detention), hence none is proposed for the development.
Rainwater reuse is proposed for the development as shown in concept drawing included
in Appendix A. it is proposed that reuse will be provided for non-potable uses
including toilet flushing, vehicle washing (if required) and landscape irrigation. The
intent will be to reduce non-potable demands in the range of 50-80%, subject to detail
design.
4.2.3 Water Quality
Roof, hardstand, car parking, roads and other extensive paved areas are required to be
treated by the Stormwater Treatment Measures (STM’s). The STM’s shall be sized
according to the whole catchment area of the development. The STM’s for the
development shall be based on a treatment train approach to ensure that all of the
objectives above are met in line with the principles of Water Sensitive Urban Design
(WSUD) considerations.
Stormwater quality objectives, listed in Section 4.2.1, will be met via a treatment train
which comprises a combination of proprietary and/ or WSUD measures. A treatment
solution has been represented on drawing included in Appendix A, whereby a
proprietary filtration system has been proposed as the primary treatment measure. An
alternate bio-retention system has also been included as another option which could be
considered for the site. The nominated system has been provided in the planning
application to show that a solution is available for the development, noting the adopted
system would be subject to a development application design as part of a future
Co11035.03-04a.rpt.docx
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development application. Reference to Appendix A shows the indicative location and
configuration of the stormwater management plan for the development.
The final solution would need to be confirmed on individual development application
and detail MUSIC modelling at development approval time. The measures would need
to be able to be integrated into the overall public domain and recreation zones prior to
discharge to the Alexandra Canal.

Co11035.03-04a.rpt.docx
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5

FLOODING

5.1

Introduction
A desktop review of overland flow and flooding in relation to the proposed
development, and confirmation of that the requirements of City of Sydney’s Floodplain
Management Policy have been met.
Our review and assessment have been based, review of detail survey (refer Appendix
C), the proposed development (as shown in SBA Architects Masterplan) and a desktop
assessment of the site in relation to the flood modelling and documented flood
behaviour included Alexandra Canal Catchment Flood Study Report Final (Ref:
W4785). This report was prepared by Cardno on behalf of the City of Sydney Council
dated 20 May 2014. This report will be referred to as the Alexandra Canal Flood Study
from hereon.
It is noted that Costin Roe Consulting has been in contact with The City of Sydney
Council to obtain formal flood advise letter pertaining to this site. It is noted that
Council has not provided any formal information however has directed our office to the
Alexandra Canal Flood Study as being the appropriate document showing flooding
which affects the site.
Further reference to the flooding assessments completed as part of the WestConnex New
M5 EIS Technical Working Paper: Flooding (EIS Appendix P) (Lyall and Associates
2015), has been included as part of our assessment. As the subject development is
located adjacent to the Canal Road Interchange, the flooding assessment included in the
RMS work is more detailed in proximity to the site than the regional council study and
as such is considered to be more relevant to the development and assessment contained
herein.
Costin Roe Consulting Pty Ltd have prepared this letter and associated drawings, being
engineers who specialise in stormwater engineering and flooding assessments.
We have included the following items as part of our review:
x
x
x

5.2

Review of the Alexandra Canal Catchment Flood Study Report Final (Ref: W4785);
Review of the WestConnex New M5 EIS Technical Working Paper: Flooding (EIS
Appendix P) (Lyall and Associates 2015):
Review of Councils Floodplain Management Policy in relation to the development
including review of potential impacts of the development on existing flooding, and
potential impacts on the development from flooding;

Alexandra Canal Flood Study
A flood study of the Alexandra Canal catchment was undertaken by Cardno for The
City of Sydney Council in 2014. The study involved a hydrological and hydraulic
assessment of the catchment at a regional level. The hydraulic model utilising the twodimensional hydraulic model (TUFLOW), including one-dimension pits and pipes for
the significant council pipe infrastructure. Flow output from contributing catchments is
based on “rain-on-grid” and it is noted that no drainage infrastructure in individual lots
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has been included in the model, unless this forms part of council trunk or significant
inter-allotment drainage infrastructure.
We provide excerpts of flooding associated with the 1% AEP storm event from the
Alexandra Canal Flood Study in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 below. Figure 5.1 is noted to be
an excerpt of Flood Study Figure 6.13 and Figure 5.2 an excerpt of Flood Study Figure
6.20.

Figure 5.1. Alexandra Canal - 1% AEP Flood Extent and Depths

Co11035.03-04a.rpt.docx
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Figure 5.2. Alexandra Canal - 1% AEP Flood Velocity
With reference to Figures 5.1 & 5.2, ponding water (with velocity below 0.5m/s) is
shown in councils regional flood study to be present adjacent to the site in Burrows
Road centred around the low point in the road (approx. 100m east of the intersection of
Canal Road) during the 1% AEP (1 in 100-year ARI storm).
Some flooding is also shown to be present on the north-west of the site associated with
“rain on grid” runoff (which don’t include individual site drainage) from previous
landform north of the site. It is our opinion that had the original regional flood model
included local site drainage for both the adjacent and development site, the ponding
water shown on the site would not be present. This is further corroborated in the
modelling completed for the Canal Road Interchange discussed below.
The ponding water within Burrows Road can be seen to be up to 0.5m as shown in
Figure 5.1. The 1% AEP flood level is estimated to be RL 2.3m AHD. The 1% AEP
Co11035.03-04a.rpt.docx
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level of RL 2.3m AHD is based on the noted modelled flood depths applied to the
respective detail surveyed levels in Burrows Road of RL 1.8m AHD.
The site is shown to be clear of any significant flow paths and is not affected by
mainstream flooding associated with the Alexandra Canal.
Review of Flood Study Figure 4.3 shows there have been no pits and pipes within the
site included in the Alexandra Canal Flood model. This would mean that the model
would show ponding water where low spots in the model DTM are present (i.e. at the
north-west corner of site). It is noted that as part of the current Canal Road Interchange
Construction significant drainage works are expected and any potential for runoff from
the properties to the west of this site (as indicated in the Alexandra Canal Study) would
not be present. As such we do have not included any provision for flooding on the west
of the site as shown in the Alexandra Canal Study.
The Alexandra Canal Flood Study shows water depths in the 5% (1 in 20year ARI)
flood event to be similar to those of the 1% AEP, however the ponding area is shown to
be approximately 30% less. This suggests the 5% AEP water level would be
approximately 0.1-0.2m less than the 1% AEP, i.e. between RL 2.1m to RL 2.2m AHD.
5.3

New M5 WestConnex
A flood study “WestConnex New M5 EIS Technical Working Paper: Flooding (EIS
Appendix P)” has been competed by Layall and Associates as part of the for NSW RMS
in 2015.
The study involved a hydrological and hydraulic assessment of the area, although at a
regional level this study is more area specific than the Alexandra Canal Study
completed by council. The hydraulic model utilising the two-dimensional hydraulic
model (TUFLOW), including one-dimension pits and pipes for the significant council
pipe infrastructure. Flow output from contributing catchments is based on “rain-ongrid” and is it noted that no drainage infrastructure in individual lots has been included
in the model, unless this forms part of council trunk or significant inter-allotment
drainage infrastructure.
We provide excerpts of flooding associated with the 1% AEP storm event in Figure 5.3
below. Figure 5.3 is noted to be an excerpt of RMS Flood Study Figure 4.8.

Co11035.03-04a.rpt.docx
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Figure 5.3. 1% AEP Flood Extent at site
With reference to Figure 5.3, ponding water is shown to be present adjacent to the site
in Burrows Road centred around the low point in the road (approx. 100m east of the
intersection of Canal Road) during the 1% AEP (1 in 100-year ARI storm). The extent
and depth are seen to be generally consistent with that included in the Alexandra Canal
Study.
No flooding is shown to be present on the north-west of the site which differs to the
Alexandra Canal Study and lends weight to our opinion that the flooding shown in the
Alexandra Canal Study is anomalous and should not require any consideration in the
flood planning for this development.
The ponding water within Burrows Road can be seen to be up to 0.5m as shown in
Figure 5.3. Similar to the Alexandra Canal Study, the 1% AEP flood level is
estimated to be RL 2.3m AHD. The 1% AEP level of RL 2.3m AHD is based on the
Co11035.03-04a.rpt.docx
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noted modelled flood depths applied to the respective detail surveyed levels in Burrows
Road of RL 1.8m AHD.
The PMF flood model shows the flood level around this site to be approximately RL
4.5m AHD.
The site is shown to be clear of any significant flow paths and is not affected by
mainstream flooding associated with the Alexandra Canal.
5.4

City of Sydney Floodplain Management Requirements & NSW Floodplain
Management Manual Requirements
Councils Floodplain Management Policy provides relevant policy requirements relating
to development in and around identified flood affected development sites.
The intent of the document is to ensure that new developments do not experience undue
flood risk and that existing development is not adversely flood affected through
increased damage or hazard as a result of new development.
Section 5 of the Floodplain Management Policy notes the flood planning level for
business/ industrial to be at or above the 1% AEP (1 in 100-year ARI) flood level.
Section 5 of the Floodplain Management Policy notes the flood planning level for
enclosed car parks as being the 1% AEP flood level. The policy also requires a
basement or below ground parking areas needs to be at or above the 1% AEP (1 in 100year ARI) flood level plus 0.5m freeboard, or the PMF event, whichever is higher. The
requirement for a basement is noted to apply to areas which are more than 1m below
ground and/ or where the inflow capacity is much higher than the outflow capacity. The
undercroft car parking area for this development (being sited at the 1% AEP level, being
above the adjacent roadway, being free draining) is considered as an enclosed parking
area, and not a basement level parking area. As such the 1% AEP flood level applies to
the undercroft parking area and has been set at RL 2.3m AHD accordingly.
The PMF or extreme event provides an upper limit of flooding and associated
consequences for the problem being investigated. It is used for emergency response
planning purposes to address the safety of people.
As discussed in earlier sections of this letter, flooding shown on Burrows Road has been
estimated to have a 1% AEP level of approximately RL 2.3m AHD. The FFL of the
proposed office and building is RL 3.8m AHD and 5.5m AHD respectively, hence is
higher than the modelled 1% AEP flood level and meets councils minimum flood
planning level.
The proposed level of the undercroft parking area is RL 2.3m AHD, hence will be equal
to the 1% AEP, and meets councils flood planning requirements.
In relation to flood impact on the development or impact from the development on
flooding, it is noted that the modelled 1% AEP flood extent does not encroach the
subject property, hence no adverse impact to existing flood conditions or surrounding
developments are associated with the proposed development.
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The area shown as being flood affected on the north-west of the property in the
Alexandra Canal is considered to be a modelling anomaly, given there is no opportunity
for overland flow to enter the site from the north, and that current RMS construction
works have significant drainage infrastructure in place that would collect and convey
stormwater runoff from this area.
Overall flood risk for the development, and from the development is considered low to
negligible, and the development meets all current council flood policy.
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6

CONCLUSION
This Civil Engineer Report has been prepared to support a planning application
associated with the development of 1-3 Burrows Road, Alexandria, NSW. The
proposed planning changes is in relation to an increase in the maximum building height
to allow for the development of the land as a multi-level industrial facility.
An overview of stormwater management and flooding considerations has been provided
to assist in the stage one due diligence and planning application process for the
proposed development of the site.
The review shows that a Stormwater Management System can be employed on the site
which addresses management of stormwater quantity and stormwater quality, allowing
for a reduction in base pollutant loads prior to discharge from the site.
The review of available flood studies also shows that flood risk on the property is low,
and that there is no impact on flooding from the development.
Accordingly, based on the site conditions of the land and the availability of an
appropriate stormwater and flood management strategy, there is good opportunity to
develop the site and meet current market and social demands in the area.
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Drawings by Costin Roe Consulting
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Planning Proposal Lodgement Checklist
Site:
Applicant:
Date:
TRIM:

1-3 Burrows Road, St Peters
Goodman
9 December 2019
X019338

Lodgement Documents
Lodgement Form
x Applicant’s signature on form
Lodgement letter from the City of Sydney Council
Planning Proposal Fee
x Major Fee
Fees listed under “Request to prepare a planning proposal” in
Council’s Fees and Charges Revenue Policy, available at
www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au under Council, Our
Responsibilities, Fees and charges.
Plans and accompanying documents
x 1x colour hard copy set in two-ring binder folders
x 1x USB containing Word and PDF versions of
documents
Planning Justification
Planning Proposal Justification Report
Planning proposals must be prepared in accordance with
section 3.33 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment
Act 1979, and the Guide to Preparing Planning Proposals
issued by the Department of Planning, Industry and
Environment. i
In the planning proposal justification report, the proponent is
to:
x Outline the vision for the proposal
x Justify the proposal with reference to alternative
options
x Outline how the planning proposal complies with and
gives effect to the Greater Sydney Region Plan ii and
the Eastern City District Plan iii
x Outline interactions with other key City of Sydney and
NSW Government strategic documents, such as:
o Sustainable Sydney 2030 iv
o Environmental Action 2016-2021 Strategy and
Action Plan v
o Future Transport 2056 vi
o Better Placed vii
o Draft Greener Places viii
x Assess the planning proposal’s compliance against
existing planning controls, including:

Applicant Planner
Supplied Check

2

Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012
Sydney Development Control Plan 2012
State Environmental Planning Policy (State and
Regional Development) 2011
o State Environmental Planning Policy
(Infrastructure) 2007
Provide draft planning controls for incorporation into
Sydney LEP 2012, including:
o Zoning
o Maximum building height
o ESD targets
Develop a design excellence strategy in line with the
requirements of section 3.3.2 of Sydney DCP 2012
and the City of Sydney Competitive Design Policy ix
Prepare an ecologically sustainable development
(ESD) strategy with:
o Commitments to achieve sustainability ratings
benchmarks (Green Star, etc.)
o Specific energy efficiency and on-site
renewable power initiatives
o Specific initiatives to achieve thermal comfort
without reliance on heating or air conditioning
o Specific water saving and rainwater capture
initiatives
o Consideration of the large rooftop area in
achieving ESD outcomes.
o
o
o

x

x
x

Mapping
x LEP mapping sheet – current and proposed
Urban Design
Urban Design Report
The built form should be developed in line with the design
process described in the NSW Government Architect Better
Placed strategy.
An urban design report should be provided to show how the
design process resulted in the built form outcome, and
specifically incorporate the following aspects:
x A detailed site and context analysis
x Opportunities and constraints mapping
x A full review of design options
x The urban design principles that underpin the
proposed development
x An assessment of the built form against the seven
design objectives in Better Placed:
o Better fit: Contextual, local and of its place
o Better performance: Sustainable, adaptable
and durable
o Better for community: Inclusive, connected and
diverse
o Better for people: Safe, comfortable and
liveable

3

Better working: Functional, efficient and fit for
purpose
o Better value: Creating and adding value
o Better look and feel: Engaging, inviting and
attractive
A landscape concept plan, detailing the location and
site coverage of deep soil, canopy cover and other
landscaping. The landscape plan should have special
consideration for rooftop uses, detailing any green roof
plantings, solar panels, rainwater capture and passive
recreation facilities
A view and visual impact assessment. Use eye level
views from public parks and footpaths and compare to
existing views. Include a map identifying all chosen
view lines.
Proposed distribution of gross floor area, development
yields, building typologies, building envelopes and
heights.
Floor plans and built form detail to support gross floor
area and development yield calculations
o

x

x

x
x

The following urban design analysis should also be supplied
to the City:
x 3D CAD models to fit the City of Sydney’s 3D CAD
model. Consult with the City of Sydney to confirm
technical requirements.
Scale Drawings
x Plans
x Sections
x Elevations
x Perspectives
x Envelope drawings
x Indicative internal layout
x Massing and structure plan options
Survey Plan
The survey plan needs to be to scale, showing relative levels
to AHD and include details of adjoining development.
Physical and Digital Models
x CAD model compatible with the City’s digital model
Further information at:
http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/development/applicationguide/application-process/model-requirements
Contact the City’s model team for further information:
model@cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au
Technical Studies
Traffic and Transport
Prepare a transport impact assessment to understand the
transport network context, service and network limitations.
The assessment should include:

4

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

Existing and future land use and transport context
The current staff and visitor mode share of the site and
future mode share target
Performance of the existing and future road network
surrounding the site, accounting for both staff travel
and truck movements
Trip generation potential associated with the proposal,
with reference to existing trip generation of uses on the
site
An assessment of the impact of additional travel and
freight movement demands on the road network, using
benchmarks from existing development sites of a
similar scale and geographic context
Recommended parking rates for staff and visitors to
result in no net additional traffic impact from private
vehicles on the local road network
An overview of potential impacts from construction
traffic.

Trees and Canopy Cover
Provide a plan for the retention of existing and provision of
new trees that demonstrates consideration of:
x The capacity of the urban design approach to protect
existing trees and allow the growth of new trees
x The provision of sufficient soil volumes and quality to
provide for long-term tree health
x Compliance with City of Sydney and NSW
Government policies regarding trees and urban forest,
including draft Greener Places, Urban Forest Strategy,
Tree Management Policy, Street Tree Master Plan,
Urban Ecology Strategic Action Plan and Landscape
code x.
Flooding, Stormwater and Water Quality
Develop a flood risk assessment for the site, with reference to
the City of Sydney’s Interim Floodplain Management Policy xi,
the Alexandra Canal Flood Study and Alexandra Canal
Floodplain Risk Management Plan xii.
Work with the City of Sydney to locate built form massing and
sensitive uses with reference to 5% Annual Exceedance
Probability, 1% Annual Exceedance Probability and Probable
Maximum Flood mapping and data.
Develop a Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) to meet the
objectives of:
x Capturing and slowing down water movement during
heavy downpour events
x Capture rainwater for use on the site to reduce use of
potable water

5

x

Meeting the water quality requirements of Sydney
DCP 2012:
o Reduce the baseline annual pollutant load for
litter and vegetation larger than 5mm by 90%
o Reduce the annual pollutant load for total
suspended solids by 85%
o Reduce the baseline annual pollutant load for
total phosphorus by 65%
o Reduce the baseline annual pollutant load for
total nitrogen by 45%

Geotechnical and Contamination
Provide an assessment of the local soil, outlining its suitability
for the proposed uses with respect to erosion, salinity and
acid sulphate soils.
Provide an assessment of the proposed land uses in
accordance with State Environmental Planning Policy No 55 –
Remediation of Land (SEPP 55).
Note: In cases where land is potentially contaminated, the
investigation and any remediation and validation work is to be
carried out in accordance with guidelines made or approved
by the EPA under Section 105 of the Contaminated Land
Management Act 1997 and be in accordance with the
requirements and procedures in the Contaminated Land
Management Act 1997, Contaminated Land Management
Regulation 2013 and SEPP 55.
Utility Services and Infrastructure
Prepare a utilities and infrastructure servicing report that
outlines the development yield, peak demand and generation
forecasts, staging information and a high-level assessment of
the capacity of:
x The electrical network requirements to service the
development (including on-site generation and
storage) and outline the likely impacts on the broader
Ausgrid electrical network. This will include direct
engagement with Ausgrid to provide early input and
understanding of energy requirements, planned on-site
generation, energy storage, and the visibility and
location of network augmentation requirements.
x Sydney Water’s network to service the development
and the proposed servicing options considered for the
development. Outline integrated water cycle
management and potable water use reduction
initiatives proposed.
This report should identify the location of Ausgrid, Sydney
Water and other services, assets or easements on the site
and identify how the proposal will relocate or incorporate
these.

6

Integrate outcomes of the ESD strategy for energy and water
saving initiatives.
Ensure compliance with current utility design standards, with
respect to undergrounding new and existing power,
communication and other utilities on or adjacent to the site.
Public Art
Prepare a Public Art Plan in accordance with the City of
Sydney Interim Guidelines for Public Art in Private
Developments xiii.
Development Outcome Data
Development outcomes
Existing condition:
x Floor space by square metres and use
x Existing dwellings, serviced apartments and hotel
rooms
x Existing car parking spaces
Proposed outcome:
x Floor space by square metres and use
x Total number and mix of residential apartments
x Total number of hotel rooms or serviced apartments
x Total number of car parking spaces proposed
x Value of capital works.
Glossary
Guide to preparing planning proposals – Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
- https://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/-/media/Files/DPE/Guidelines/guide-to-preparing-planningproposals-2019-02-05.pdf
ii A metropolis of three cities: Greater Sydney Region Plan – Greater Sydney Commission
- https://www.greater.sydney/metropolis-of-three-cities/introduction
iii Eastern City District Plan – Greater Sydney Commission - https://www.greater.sydney/easterncity-district-plan/introduction
iv Sustainable Sydney 2030: Community Strategic Plan 2017-2021 – City of Sydney
https://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/288173/Adopted-SustainableSydney-2030_Accessible-Version.pdf
v Environmental Action 2016-2021 Strategy and Action Plan – City of Sydney
- https://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/vision/sustainable-sydney-2030/sustainability
vi Future Transport 2056 – Transport for NSW - https://future.transport.nsw.gov.au/plans/futuretransport-strategy
vii Better Placed – Government Architect of NSW
– https://www.governmentarchitect.nsw.gov.au/policies/better-placed
viii Draft Greener Places – Government Architect of NSW
- https://www.governmentarchitect.nsw.gov.au/policies/greener-places
ix Competitive Design Policy – City of Sydney
- https://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/128065/Competitive-designpolicy-adopted-09-December-2013.pdf
x City of Sydney tree policies https://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/live/trees/urban-forest/treepolicies
i
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Interim Floodplain Management Policy – City of Sydney
cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/157252/Interim_Floodplain_Management_P
olicy.pdf
xii Alexandra Canal floodplain studies – City of
Sydney https://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/vision/better-infrastructure/floodplainmanagement/alexandra-canal-catchment
xiii Interim Guidelines for Public Art in Private Developments – City of Sydney
- https://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/139811/INTERIM_GUIDELIN
ES_PUBLIC_ART_IN_PRIVATE_DEVELOPMENTS_SEP2006.pdf
xi

Appendix C
Existing Site Survey
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